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Love Justice: A Compelling True Story Of Triumph Over Adversity
Philosophers have long been interested in love and its general role in morality. This volume focuses on and explores the complex
relation between love and justice as it appears within loving relationships, between lovers and their wider social context, and the
broader political realm. Special attention is paid to the ensuing challenge of understanding and respecting the lovers’ personal
autonomy in all three contexts. Accordingly, the essays in this volume are divided into three thematic sections. Section I aims at
shedding further light on conceptual and practical issues concerning the compatibility or incompatibility of love and justice within
relationships of love. For example, are loving relations inherently unjust? Might love require justice? Or do love and justice belong to
distinct moral domains? The essays in Section II consider the relation between the lovers on the one hand and their broader societal
environment on the other. Specifically, how exactly are love and impartiality related? Are they compatible or not? Is it unjust to favor
one’s beloved? Finally, Section III looks at the political dimensions of love and justice. How, for instance, do various accounts of
love inform how we are to relate to our fellow citizens? If love is taken to play an important role in fostering or hindering the
development of personal autonomy, what are the political implications that need to be addressed, and how? In addressing these
questions, this book engenders a better understanding both of conceptual and practical issues regarding the relation between love,
justice, and autonomy as well as their broader societal and political implications. It will be of interest to advanced students and
scholars working on the philosophy of love from ethical, political, and psychological angles.
This book concludes that the prevailing opinion about the nature of modern and contemporary philosophy is wrong. It maintains that
almost all such philosophy is deconstructed, secularized, Augustinian theology, not philosophy. In support of this startling contention,
extensive textual analysis is provided of Cartesian thought, Hobbes, Newton, Locke, Berkeley, Hume, Lessing, Rousseau, Kant, and
Hegel.
Beloved Dust
Philosophical Perspectives
Mindful Spirituality
A New Reading of the Ethics
Annual Report for the School Year Ending ...
Zen and the Modern World
The Works of John Bunyan: Experimental, doctrinal, and practical
In an age of doubt, it's rare to find Christians who can speak clearly and boldly about the
reasons for their faith. Douglas Jacoby is one of those rare Christians. As an international
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teacher for over 25 years, he has shared the vital truths found in Compelling Evidence for God
and the Bible with thousands of people in all walks of life and in dozens of cultures. Jacoby's
book is an easy-to-read apologetics work that will show readers the evidence that there is a
God help readers see the unique role of the Bible as the Word of God encourage readers to make
an informed decision about whether to follow Jesus Compelling Evidence for God and the Bible is
especially suited for nonbelievers, anyone new to the faith, and believers who want a better
understanding of their faith and how to explain it to others. For readers who want solid
reasons why the Christian faith is not only true but also reasonable, this book is the place to
begin.
A bold reevaluation of Spinoza that reveals his powerful, inclusive vision of religion for the
modern age Spinoza is widely regarded as either a God-forsaking atheist or a God-intoxicated
pantheist, but Clare Carlisle says that he was neither. In Spinoza’s Religion, she sets out a
bold interpretation of Spinoza through a lucid new reading of his masterpiece, the Ethics.
Putting the question of religion centre-stage but refusing to convert Spinozism to
Christianity, Carlisle reveals that “being in God” unites Spinoza’s metaphysics and ethics.
Spinoza’s Religion unfolds a powerful, inclusive philosophical vision for the modern age—one
that is grounded in a profound questioning of how to live a joyful, fully human life. Like
Spinoza himself, the Ethics doesn’t fit into any ready-made religious category. But Carlisle
shows how it wrestles with the question of religion in strikingly original ways, responding
both critically and constructively to the diverse, broadly Christian context in which Spinoza
lived and worked. Philosophy itself, as Spinoza practiced it, became a spiritual endeavor that
expressed his devotion to a truthful, virtuous way of life. Offering startling new insights
into Spinoza’s famously enigmatic ideas about eternal life and the intellectual love of God,
Carlisle uncovers a Spinozist religion that integrates self-knowledge, desire, practice, and
embodied ethical life to reach toward our “highest happiness”—to rest in God. Seen through
Carlisle’s eyes, the Ethics prompts us to rethink not only Spinoza but also religion itself.
The Art of Living Well
Ambrose, Augustine, and the Pursuit of Greatness
Anthropology, Or, The Science of Man
Masquerade of the Dream Walkers
John Franklin Rixey (late a Representative from Virginia).
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Buddhism and Interfaith Dialogue
A Nightmare Come True. A Mother's Courage. A Desperate Fight for Justice
Written by one of Japan’s foremost contemporary thinkers and scholars, Zen and the Modern World is the third in a series of essay
collections on Zen Buddhism as seen in the context of Western thought. As a leading representative of the Kyoto School, which
has sought a critical, comparative linking of Eastern and Western thought, Abe has based his approach on constructive, mutually
respectful yet critical intellectual interaction and dialogue with some of the leading figures in the West (including Paul Tillich, Hans
Küng, and Eugene Borowitz) as well as dozens of colleagues, students, and disciples. Together with the previous volumes, this
work examines and exemplifies some key features of Kyoto School thought. While the essays presented here should be read in
light of the socio-political criticism that has since been lodged against the Kyoto School and, more particularly, its founder Nishida
Kitarò, most of them were written prior to the recent discussions and focus on issues of comparative philosophy and religious
thought outside the contours of the debate. This should not, however, limit their approach to the earlier historical context.
The world, contrary to popular understanding, is not less religious but in many ways more religious than ever. Two issues seem to
be emerging in this resurgence. One is the need for a spiritual center that gives integration, a sense of inner peace, ethical
guidance, and meaning and direction in life. It is present in most of the world’s great religious traditions and present elsewhere as
humans seek to find their way in a confusing, conflicted, and rapidly changing world. Accompanying this quest for a deeper
spirituality is the “God question” and a desire to understand the divine in new ways that match a contemporary worldview. This
book, Mindful Spirituality, invites the reader to find a thoughtful, credible, and satisfying way to address these two major concerns.
While starting within a Christian frame of reference, the book is not exclusive, but ecumenical and interfaith in spirit. It is especially
helpful to those with no set spiritual pathway and those disenchanted with traditional approaches that seem out of date and for
another era. In a deep and sacred way, it invites the reader to reach upward for a thoughtful way of understanding transcendence,
to open inward for a mature and gratifying spirituality, and to expand outward in responsible and loving service.
Finding Truth in an Age of Doubt
The Intentional Cultivation of the Spiritual Life: A Book of Daily Readings
Practical Learning, Reflections and Actions on Living a Physically, Emotionally and Spiritually Empowered Life, While Helping
Others to Do the Same
With an Introduction to Each Treatise, Notes, and a Sketch of His Life, Times, and Contemporaries ...
Love, Justice, and Autonomy
Memorial Addresses, Fifty-ninth Congress, Second Session, House of Representatives, February 25, 1907. Senate of the United
States, March 2, 1907
Two important theologians of early Christianity were Ambrose of Milan and Augustine of Hippo. Both were
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intellectually formed by philosophers, such as Cicero, who taught that virtue was the way to greatness. Yet
they saw contradictions between Roman and Christian ethical ideals. Could these competing visions of
greatness be reconciled?
Inspiring, prolific and full of wisdom. These women have provided a timeless volume that is a roadmap to the
root causes of happiness and unhappiness. It is a refreshing message. - J. P. Norris, Senior Pastor This is an
excellent read! I learned a lot about myself and how to become truly happy. I think everyone who reads this
book will learn and grow, becoming immeasurably happy! A. S. Hunter, Clinical Psychologist I really enjoyed
this book and have some rethinking to do. I am determined to put real happiness back into my life. P. Minor,
PhD., University Professor This book covered a lot of information that will be directly relevant to the readers
life. I found it to be extremely useful. I will be able to apply all of its concepts and principles into my life and
help others to do the same. G. Collins, Author, The Leadership Mind This book opened my eyes to how
happiness is perceived and what is needed in order to truly enjoy it. Now I have the knowledge and
understanding of happiness to live a happier life and to explain its importance to others. G. G. Parker,
Counselor Co-authors Eureka F. Collins, Goldia George, Flora H. Henry and Angelia K. George-Lundy, have
written a personal, well-informed, and highly enjoyable book on enjoying a happier life now. The four women
teach that happiness isnt some far-fetched concept that cannot be obtained as they commit the knowledge of
their combined 243 years of experience to paper. Though everyone desires to be happier, how many of us are
really happy? For answer-seekers, this book will show you how to increase your happiness no matter how
happy you may think you were when you start reading. As you read this book, you will soon realize that
accomplishments, status, material possessions, and relationships dont have inherent value; then, you may
desire to rethink your approach to enjoying life and change the way you motivate yourself. Additionally, this
book will help you focus on looking at yourself in ways that you may have been afraid to before as well as
knowing Gods plan for your life. Open these pages and start your journey to Enjoying a Happier Life Now!
Friends' Intelligencer
Legal Emotions in William Blackstone's England
Reprinted from the Author's Own Editions
Annual Report
Experimental, doctrinal, and practical
Elegant Simplicity
The Works of John Bunyan

From William C. Morris Award Finalist S.K. Ali comes an unforgettable romance that is part The
Sun Is Also a Star mixed with Anna and the French Kiss, following two Muslim teens who meet
during a spring break trip. A marvel: something you find amazing. Even ordinary-amazing. Like
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potatoes—because they make French fries happen. Like the perfect fries Adam and his mom used to
make together. An oddity: whatever gives you pause. Like the fact that there are hateful people
in the world. Like Zayneb’s teacher, who won’t stop reminding the class how “bad” Muslims are.
But Zayneb, the only Muslim in class, isn’t bad. She’s angry. When she gets suspended for
confronting her teacher, and he begins investigating her activist friends, Zayneb heads to her
aunt’s house in Doha, Qatar, for an early start to spring break. Fueled by the guilt of getting
her friends in trouble, she resolves to try out a newer, “nicer” version of herself in a place
where no one knows her. Then her path crosses with Adam’s. Since he got diagnosed with multiple
sclerosis in November, Adam’s stopped going to classes, intent, instead, on perfecting the
making of things. Intent on keeping the memory of his mom alive for his little sister. Adam’s
also intent on keeping his diagnosis a secret from his grieving father. Alone, Adam and Zayneb
are playing roles for others, keeping their real thoughts locked away in their journals. Until a
marvel and an oddity occurs… Marvel: Adam and Zayneb meeting. Oddity: Adam and Zayneb meeting.
When her daughter, Julie, went missing, Ann Ming was sure she'd been murdered. Looking after
Julie's three-year-old son, Ann waited for news. Three months later she found Julie's body
behind a bath panel. A local man, Billy Dunlop, was tried for her murder but a series of
blunders allowed him to walk free. But Ann didn't give up.
Selected Works of Paul K. T. Sih
Prophetic Theology from the Cartesians to Hegel
Loving Justice
Praying Curses
A Framework for Christian Sexual Ethics
Entire Works
Compelling Evidence for God and the Bible

At the age of 29, Diana Hill fell under a London train. In 7 seconds the tall, glamorous
businesswoman went from busy woman of the world with everything to live for to double-legamputee, her life in ruins. Then it got worse. A few days after her accident, as she lay
in hospital, traumatised and heavily sedated, she learnt via a newspaper article that the
railway's Transport Police were to interview "The Fall Girl," as the Press had labelled
her, with a view to prosecution. She had boarded a moving train, they said, and
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trespassed onto their railway line. Her fight for justice took five years and was, she
declares with no hesitation, a more harrowing experience than having both of her legs
'stolen' from her. As any young, single woman would be, Diana was shocked to the core by
the sudden, catastrophic change in her body image. What man would ever love her now? The
issues surrounding sexuality and disability are explored here with stark honesty as she
recalls her complicated love life, the High Court dramas, and the rawness of her pain
amidst a turmoil of emotion, all told with tremendous humour, charm and heart. For Diana
loves to tell stories. Especially true ones. A brutally honest, heartwarming memoir that
shocks and delights in equal measure - when you're not crying for her you're laughing
with her
A history of legal emotions in William Blackstone’s England and their relationship to
justice William Blackstone’s masterpiece, Commentaries on the Laws of England
(1765–1769), famously took the “ungodly jumble” of English law and transformed it into an
elegant and easily transportable four-volume summary. Soon after publication, the work
became an international monument not only to English law, but to universal English
concepts of justice and what Blackstone called “the immutable laws of good and evil.”
Most legal historians regard the Commentaries as a brilliant application of Enlightenment
reasoning to English legal history. Loving Justice contends that Blackstone’s work
extends beyond making sense of English law to invoke emotions such as desire, disgust,
sadness, embarrassment, terror, tenderness, and happiness. By enlisting an affective
aesthetics to represent English law as just, Blackstone created an evocative poetics of
justice whose influence persists across the Western world. In doing so, he encouraged
readers to feel as much as reason their way to justice. Ultimately, Temple argues that
the Commentaries offers a complex map of our affective relationship to juridical culture,
one that illuminates both individual and communal understandings of our search for
justice, and is crucial for understanding both justice and injustice today.
Howitt's Journal of Literature and Popular Progress
The Entire Works of John Bunyan
The Apocalypse Explained According to the Spiritual Sense in which the Arcana There
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Predicted But Heretofore Concealed are Revealed : a Posthumous Work of Emanuel Swedenborg
Chinese Culture and Christianity
Just Love
Fourteen Laws For Happiness
Love from A to Z
This book tries to clarify a Buddhist view of interfaith dialogue from various points of
view. It discusses how the Buddhist notion of Sunyata (Emptiness) works dynamically for
mutual understanding and transformation of world religions. It also analyzes dialogue
between Buddhism and Contemporary Christian theology, especially that of Paul Tillioh and
Langdon Gillay.
Beloved Dust takes a realistic and contemporary view of human being as entirely physical
(dust) and then shows it immersed in three great tides of the Holy Spirit, the
traditional threefold rhythm of conversion, transfiguration, and glory.
Tides of the Spirit in the Christian Life
A Third Sequel to Zen and Western Thought
The Conservator
Spinoza's Religion
National Repository
The Whole Works of John Bunyan, Accurately Reprinted from the Author's Own Editions. With
Editorial Prefaces, Notes, and Life of Bunyan. By George Offor ... Numerous Illustrative
Engravings
The Collected Works of Spinoza, Volume II
Artist, activist, and influencer Laetitia Ky, known for sculpting her own hair to create powerful and joyful artwork that embraces the beauty of Black
hair and style, the fight for social justice, and the journey toward self-love, tells her personal story that fans have been waiting for, through words and
photos.Laetitia Ky is a self-described polyvalent artist and a one-of-a-kind creative voice-an up-and-coming model, activist, fashion designer, and visual
artist, as well as a hugely popular Instagram and TikTok influencer. Ky uses her own hair (with the help of some extensions, wool, wire, and thread) to
make unique and compelling sculptures that celebrate her African heritage, the beauty of Black natural hair, and the power of activism.Love and
Justice is Ky's first book, showcasing 125 remarkable photographs interwoven with stories about her Ivory Coast childhood, her strong family ties, her
embrace of her African roots, her own journey toward self-love, and her desire to lift up other women-especially Black women. As a passionate
advocate for social justice, Ky shines a light on the pressing issues of our time: gender and racial oppression, harmful beauty standards, shame and its
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corrosive effect on mental health, and more. Part memoir,part art book, part feminist manifesto, Love and Justice is joyful and life-affirming: Ky's
striking words and images honestly celebrate women's sexuality and the female body, and call for women's empowerment-extending a generous
invitation for us all to love ourselves and to work toward a more just world.
The second and final volume of the most authoritative English-language edition of Spinoza's writings The Collected Works of Spinoza provides, for the
first time in English, a truly satisfactory edition of all of Spinoza's writings, with accurate and readable translations, based on the best critical editions
of the original-language texts, done by a scholar who has published extensively on the philosopher's work. The centerpiece of this second volume is
Spinoza’s Theological-Political Treatise, a landmark work in the history of biblical scholarship, the first argument for democracy by a major
philosopher, and a forceful defense of freedom of thought and expression. This work is accompanied by Spinoza’s later correspondence, much of
which responds to criticism of the Theological-Political Treatise. The volume also includes his last work, the unfinished Political Treatise, which builds
on the foundations of the Theological-Political Treatise to offer plans for the organization of nontyrannical monarchies and aristocracies. The
elaborate editorial apparatus—including prefaces, notes, glossary, and indexes—assists the reader in understanding one of the world’s most fascinating,
but also most difficult, philosophers. Of particular interest is the glossary-index, which provides extensive commentary on Spinoza’s technical
vocabulary. A milestone of scholarship more than forty-five years in the making, The Collected Works of Spinoza is an essential edition for anyone with
a serious interest in Spinoza or the history of philosophy.
The Therapeutic and Preaching Value of the Imprecatory Psalms
The Whole Works of John Bunyan ...
The Apocalypse Explained
A Journey of Empowerment, Activism, and Embracing Black Beauty
And Various Supplementary Documents, Exhibiting the Condition of the Schools
In Its Bearing on War and Slavery, and on Arguments from the Bible, Marriage, God, Death Retribution, Atonement and Government, in Support of
These and Other Social Wrongs. In a Series of Letters to a Friend in England
Part one of a two-volume sequel to Zen and Western Thought

Love & JusticeA Compelling True Story of Triumph Over Tragedy
“A profound and accessible guide to an ecological civilization of peace, material sufficiency, and spiritual
abundance for all.” —David Korten, international-bestselling author of When Corporations Rule the World
Consumerism drives the pursuit of happiness in much of the world, yet as wealth grows unhappiness abounds,
compounded by the grave problems of climate change, pollution, and ecological degradation. We’ve now reached
both an environmental and spiritual dead-end that leaves us crying out for alternatives. Elegant Simplicity
provides a coherent philosophy of life that weaves together simplicity of material life, thought, and spirit. In it,
Satish Kumar, environmental thought leader and former monk, distills five decades of reflection and wisdom into
a guide for everyone, covering: · The ecological and spiritual principles of living simply · Shedding both “stuff”
and psychological baggage · Opening your mind and heart to the deep value of relationships · Embedding
simplicity in all aspects of life including education and work · Merging science and spirituality for a coherent
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worldview. Elegant Simplicity is a life guide for everyone wanting off the relentless treadmill of competition and
consumption and seeking a life that prioritizes the ecological integrity of the Earth, social equity, and personal
tranquility and happiness. “Satish Kumar embodies the elegance of simplicity . . . follow his path to make your
life simple, elegant, and inspiring.” —Deepak Chopra, New York Times–bestselling author “In this moving and
eloquent book, Satish Kumar takes us through his own journey to a simpler, happier life with a low ecological
footprint.” —David Suzuki, award-winning geneticist, author, broadcaster, and environmental activist
Platt's essays
Love and Justice
The entire works of John Bunyan, ed. by H. Stebbing
The Practice of Piety: Directing a Christian How to Walk, that He May Please God.
Love & Justice
For the Love of Julie
Enjoying a Happier Life Now!

Winner of the 2008 Grawemeyer Award in Religion This long-awaited book by one of American Christianity's foremost ethicists
proposes a framework for sexual ethics whereby justice is the criterion for all loving, including love that is related to sexual
activity and relationships. It begins with historical and cross-cultural explorations, then addresses the large questions of
embodiment, gender, and sexuality, and finally delineates the justice framework for sexual ethics. Though Just Love's particular
focus is Christian sexual ethics, Farley's framework is broad enough to have relevance for multiple traditions. Also covered are
specific issues in sexual ethics, including same-sex relationships, marriage and family, divorce and second marriage.
Public reading of the psalms facilitates corporate worship, but it can also create a degree of awkwardness as a number of
passages in the Psalter contain curses, asking God to avenge enemies. The presence of vengeful speech seems antithetical to
Jesus' Sermon on the Mount. What are these psalms really about? This book recovers the value of imprecatory speech in
Scripture, arguing that such passages continue to be relevant today, both in preaching and therapy. The interpretive model
Nehrbass suggests is that of dependence: these psalms transfer the burden of one's enemies to God and affirm that it is God's
prerogative alone to avenge. The authors of the imprecatory psalms were victims of violence, so this book looks to contemporary
victims of violence for their interpretation and application of these psalms. This study is decidedly practical. Nehrbass examines
the nature of anger and hatred and highlights some of the redemptive aspects of these emotions. He concludes that the
imprecatory psalms offer several positive aspects for dealing with hatred. Use of these passages fosters in believers a passion for
God's reputation and can also aid us in surrendering our problems to God's control.
A Compelling True Story of Triumph Over Tragedy
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